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Abstract
Certificateless Public Key Cryptography (CL-PKC) scheme is a new standard that combines Identity (ID)-based cryptography and traditional PKC. It yields better security than the ID-based cryptography scheme without requiring digital certificates. In the CL-PKC scheme,
as the Key Generation Center (KGC) generates a public key using a partial secret key, the need for authenticating the public key by a
trusted third party is avoided. Due to the lack of authentication, the public key associated with the private key of a user may be replaced
by anyone. Therefore, the ciphertext cannot be decrypted accurately. To mitigate this issue, an Enhanced Certificateless Proxy Signature
(E-CLPS) is proposed to offer high security guarantee and requires minimum computational cost. In this work, the Hackman tool is used
for detecting the dictionary attacks in the cloud. From the experimental analysis, it is observed that the proposed E-CLPS scheme yields
better Attack Detection Rate, True Positive Rate, True Negative Rate and Minimum False Positives and False Negatives than the existing
schemes.
Keywords: Certificateless Encryption Scheme; Cloud; GOMAKA Framework; Hackman Tool.

1. Introduction
PKC is used in a wide range of security applications by providing convenient key exchange services and digital signature based authentication services. There arises a need to authenticate the public keys belonging to the user to deal with the impersonation attack. A
trusted authority is introduced to prevent the impersonation attack [1]. Following approaches are developed to prevent this attack
• Certificate-based PKC [2]
• Identity-based PKC [3]
• Certificateless PKC (CL-PKC) [4]
In the certificate-based PKC scheme [2], a digital security certificate assures the legitimacy of a public key. A trusted Certification Authority (CA) generates a signature for combining the public key with the key owner. However, many digital certificates have to be verified
in a trust chain to obtain an authentic and valid public key. This results in the increase in the communication and computational
overheads. As it requires an infrastructure to issue and manage the certificates, certificate-based PKC is not suitable for the resourcecontrolled mobile devices. In the Identity (ID)-based PKC scheme [3], the public keys are derived from the user ID to assure the authenticity of the public key. There is no need for the digital security certificates. A Trusted Authority (TA) derives the private keys of the
users from the public keys. As the TA knows the private keys of users, there are chances of impersonation and unauthorized decryption
of the ciphertexts. This is called as key-escrow problem. It is undesirable for most of the security-based applications.
In the Certificateless PKC (CL-PKC) [5-10], a KGC generates a partial private key for users according to their identities. The private key
is generated from its secret value associated with the public key and the partial private key. The public key can be self- authenticated
without requiring a certificate, as the user ID is used with its public key. The users can generate their own key pairs. The TA could not
figure out the private key corresponding to the public key of user, as the secret value is not computable from others. CL-PKC cryptographic
scheme removes the key escrow issues. This scheme requires high computational cost as it depends on the bilinear pairing scheme. Due
to their large computational and communication overheads, these schemes are not well suitable for the mobile devices.
In our previous research work, a new SE-CLPS scheme is proposed. It solves the data security issues in the existing CLPS scheme by
resisting the public key replacement and malicious KGC attacks. It offers high data security and requires minimum computational cost
[11]. In this work, the Hackman tool is used for detecting the dictionary attacks in the cloud. GOMAKA framework incorporates various
mathematical models to enhance the security and optimize the execution time of the cryptographic algorithms. The SE-CLPS scheme is
used for securing the data in the cloud storage. The proposed scheme is provably secure in the standard model. The proposed cryptographic
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scheme yields better performance in terms of computation cost and size of public key, when compared with the cryptographic schemes
without random oracles.
The remaining sections in the manuscript are systematized as follows: Section II provides a brief summary of the existing certificateless
encryption schemes. Section III describes about the preliminaries of the CL-PKE scheme, GOMAKA framework and Hackman tool.
Section IV shows the comparative analysis result of the proposed encryption scheme with the existing Trust-based, Price-based MaxMin
and Fair allocation schemes. The concluding statements of the proposed work are stated in Section V.

2. Related works
He et al. [10] proposed a CL Public Auditing (CLPA) scheme for the cloud-assisted Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN). From the
security analysis, it is proven that the proposed CLPA scheme is highly secure against the Type-I and Type-II adversaries in the certificateless cryptography environment. The proposed CLPA scheme yields better security performance than the existing scheme. Balakrishnan
and Raj [12] developed a secure email system based on the CLPKC scheme for public key exchange. The message is encrypted using a
symmetric key generated from a secret value, the public and private keys of both the sender and receiver. The proposed system is highly
secure against standard security model. This avoids a man-in-the-middle attack to obtain details of encryption/decryption key. Hassouna
et al. [13] intro- duced an integrated hierarchal certificateless scheme with a level- three TA by combining the traditional Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) hierarchy and the certificateless technology. This integrated scheme is independent from the scalability and certificate
management issues. The proposed scheme yields better security and key management features than the CL-PKI scheme. An improved
Al-Riyami-Paterson framework is devised by adding random oracle model or trapdoor hash functions in the standard model. The basic
technique for achieving the high data security depends on the improved security model for the certificateless schemes. High security is
achieved by applying the AP framework to the traditional certificateless scheme.
He et al. [14] proposed a CL Provable Data Possession (CL-PDP) scheme for the smart grid applications in the cloud environment. The
proposed CL-PDP scheme is secure and requires low computational cost. Yao et al. [15] developed an Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)based CL-PKC scheme for mobile devices. This scheme does not require a security certificate to prove the legitimacy of a public key. As
this scheme is constructed on the ECC instead of the bilinear pairing, it is lightweight and requires minimum energy consumption. The
proposed scheme avoided the key escrow issue and achieved robust security than the existing PKC scheme. Hence, it is highly suitable
for the mobile devices. Padma et al. [16] proposed a CL remote authentication protocol with efficient key revocation for the large-scale
WBAN. This protocol is computationally efficient and highly secure against the forgery attacks than the existing cryptographic schemes.
Gondake et al. [17] formulated a mediated CL-PKE (mCL-PKE) scheme for secure data sharing in the network. A semantic encryption
algorithm is used for encrypting the data items and the encrypted items are uploaded to the network. This scheme solved the key escrow
and certificate revocation issues. The mCL-PKE scheme supports immediate key revocation and assures high data confidentiality. Jia
et al. [18] developed a CL Signature Scheme (CLSS) for improved data security in the Internet of Things (IoT) devices. The CLSS scheme
cannot resist the public key replacement attacks. The forgeability of the proposed signature scheme is proven against the super adversaries in the random oracle model. From the experimental results, it is observed that the efficiency of the proposed scheme is higher than
the Yeh’s scheme without requiring more computational and communication costs. He et al. [19] introduced a privacy-preserving CLPDP scheme for the cloud storage. This scheme addressed certificate management and key escrow issues and ensured better data privacy
protection. Ma et al. [20] designed a novel secure CL-PKE with multiple keywords scheme for Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) data in
the cloud server. The data security of the proposed scheme is found to be maximum against Type I and Type II adversaries. High computational efficiency is achieved with minimum communication cost.
Karati et al. [21] proposed a novel CLSS using ECC scheme that does not require bilinear pairing scheme. This CLSS scheme is highly
secure against the Type-I and Type-II adversaries. Islam et al. [22] devised a CL multi-signature scheme for better data security against
the adaptive chosen message and identity attacks. Li et al. [23] created a CLSS with the authority trust level. A CL homomorphic signature
scheme and a public auditing scheme are proposed in this work. Thus, the security of the CLSS scheme is proven in the random oracle
model. The trustworthiness and adequacy of the cloud computing environment are improved. Dhon- gade et al. [24] formulated a new
approach to assure high confidentiality level of the data stored in public networks while enforcing data access control requirements using
the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)-128-256 scheme. The computational over-head is reduced significantly, as the proposed approach does not depend on the pairing-based operation. Also, this scheme does not suffer from the key escrow issues, as the KGC resides
in the public network.
Charati and Ingle [25] proposed an efficient certificateless encryption scheme with Hash-based Message Authentication Code Secure Hash
Algorithm 1 (HMAC SHA1) signature for secure data sharing and verification in public cloud. Our augmented scheme requires the information owner to encode the encryption key just once and to provide some additional data to the cloud so that approved clients can decode
the data using their private keys. Srinivasan and Rangan [26] created a secure CL proxy re-encryption scheme by extending the PKI for
achieving data security. Zhou et al. [27] introduced a security model for the certificateless signcryption schemes. The proposed scheme
is found to be efficient and secure against the passive KGC attacks under the Gap Bilinear Diffie–Hellman (GBDH) and Computational
Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assumptions. Zhou et al. [28] presented a new CL signcryption scheme without requiring any bilinear pairing
scheme. The proposed scheme is more efficient and secure than the existing signcryption schemes without requiring more computational
cost and ciphertext length.

2.1. Drawbacks of CL-PKC schemes
•
•
•
•

In the CL-PKC scheme, a secure channel is required for the delivery of the partial private keys.
Key revocation is a potential issue.
This scheme does not attain complete security, since the TA may cheat.
Certificateless cryptographic scheme does not provide a mechanism to inform about the expiry and invalidity of the key. This is a
major issue for the practical deployment of this scheme.

3. Proposed work
3.1. CL-PKE scheme
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Al-Riyami and Paterson [4] developed a CL-PKC scheme by integrating the partial private key and a secret value chosen by the user.
Setup: The inputs for the CL-PKE scheme are a security parameter ‘k’ and the system parameters ‘P’ and a secret master key ‘msk’ are
obtained as output. The system parameters are freely available to all users [29].
Set private key: It considers the system parameters and identity ‘ID’ as input and outputs the secret value of the user SK〗 _ID. Each
user executes this algorithm.
Set public key: It returns the public key〖PK〗_ID of the user by considering the system parameters and secret value of the user.
SI Key Extraction: Each user performs registration of the own identity and public key to the KGC. The KGC verifies the knowledge of
the user about the private key corresponding to the public key. The KGC considers the system parameters, secret master key and user ID
as input and generates a SI-key corresponding to the ID required during the decryption time by the Security Intermediary (SI). The KGC
executes this algorithm for each user. It is assumed that the SI key is securely distributed to the SI.
Encryption: The inputs for the encryption process are system parameters, user ID, 〖PK〗_ID and a message ‘M’ and either a ciphertext
〖CT〗_ID or a symbol ┴ indicating the encryption failure is obtained as output. Any entity can execute this algorithm.
SI Decryption: It considers the system parameters, SI key, ciphertext and returns a partial decrypted message 〖C'〗_ID for the user
or a symbol ┴ indicating the decryption failure. The SI only can execute this algorithm using the SI-key.
User Decryption: It considers the system parameters, 〖SK〗_ID, 〖C'〗_ID and returns a fully decrypted message ‘M’ or a symbol ┴
indicating the decryption failure. Only the user can execute this cryptographic algorithm using own private key and partial decrypted
message by the SI.
The data owner stores the sensitive data to be shared only with the authorized users, in the cloud. The owner requests the cloud to
partially decrypt the encrypted data, when the users requesting the confidential data from the owner. The cloud consists of three main
stages such as encrypted data storage, KGC and SI. The cloud is trusted to perform the security intermediary service and generate the key
correctly. But, this scheme is not trusted for the data confidentiality, as it creates the key escrow problem. The CL-PKE scheme ensures
efficient key generation and management in the untrusted cloud environment, without creating any key escrow issue. The KGC cannot
acquire the private keys of the users [29]. Figure.1 shows the overall flow diagram of the CL- PKE scheme. The main phases of this
cryptographic scheme are stated below
3.1.1. Cloud setup
The KGC executes the Setup process of the CL-PKE scheme and generates the master key ‘MK’ and parameters ‘P’. It is to be noted that
the setup operation is a one-time task.
3.1.2. User registration
Initially, each user generates own private key and public keys by using the SetPrivateKey and SetPublicKey operations. The KGC generates
two partial keys such as SI-key and U-key and a public key KGC-key for the data user. The SI-key is stored at the SI in the cloud
environment and U-key is given to the user. The KGC- key comprises the public keys generated by the users and KGC. The KGC-key is
used for encrypting data. The partial private key and the public key for the user ‘i’ are denoted as 〖SI-key〗_i, 〖U-key〗_i and
〖KGC-key〗_i respectively. The SI-key, U-key and SK are used together for the data decryption.
3.1.3. Data encryption and uploading
The data owner obtains the keys of the user from the KGC and performs symmetrical encryption of each data item, to which the data
access control policy is implemented using a random session key ‘K’. The owner can encrypt the key ‘K’ by using the KGC keys and
uploads the encrypted key and access control list to the cloud. The access control list signed by the data owner is stored in the SI.
3.1.4. Data recovery and decryption
When a user wants to read data, a request is sent to the SI to obtain the partially decrypted data. The SI checks the presence of user in the
access control list and availability of the KGC-key encrypted data of the user in the cloud storage. If the verification is successful, the SI
retrieves the data from the cloud and performs partial decryption of the retrieved data using the SI-key for the user. The partial data
decryption at the SI reduces the computational load on the users. The user decrypts the data completely, using the SK and U-key.
To enhance the efficiency of the CL-PKE scheme, the SI stores the partially decrypted data in the cloud storage, after completing the
primary partial decryption for each user. If a user is revoked, the owner updates the access control list at the SI, to deny the future
access requests from the revoked user. During the addition of a new user, the owner performs data encryption using the public key of the
user and uploads the data and updated access control list to the cloud. The existing users are not affected by the user revocation and
addition of new users [11].
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Fig. 1: Overall Flow Diagram of CL-PKE Scheme.

3.2. GOMAKA framework
GOMAKA framework comprises five packages such as application, maths, codec, io, and util. If a user proposes any model, the algorithm
of the corresponding model is submitted as an application through the application package in the form of a word document. The Extended
Lexical Analyzer (ELA) reads and converts the word document into a code in the type of Pre-Compiled Header (PCH) file stored in
Block Cipher Cryptographic Class (BCCC). In the GOMAKA framework comprises various integrating modules such as Rivest-ShamirAdleman (RSA) algorithm, ElGamal algorithm, etc. If a user wants to encrypt the message, the algorithm is stored in the BCCC. The maths
package is used for generating random number, large arithmetic operations, etc. The io package is used for storing the plaintext file,
encrypted file, etc. The util package holds the All Block Cipher (ABC) Universal Hackman tool that reads the encrypted data file and uses
the dictionary attack for measuring the data security level.

3.3. Hackman tool
The hackman.exe is the core application that supplies a set of the plaintext files to the application and decodes each encoded file for all
plaintext file. Hackman has inbuilt hacking mechanism designed with a set of attacks. These attacks can be enabled or disabled with
the help of BCCC.LIB. The depth of the attack can be changed by the programmer. But, the default level is the maxi- mum strength
hacking. If one plans to evaluate the strength of a cryptography algorithm, then it is strongly recommended NOT TO CHANGE the default
settings. The Hackman tool are used for the following attacks
• Default Protocol Attack
• Brutal Attack
• Selective Predictive Dictionary Attack
• Hash reverse Attack
• Sinkhole Attack
• Bitwise Brutal Attack
• Security Protocol Attack
• Dictionary Attack
• Wormhole Attack
• Rapid Tentative Attack

3.4. Attack model
Dictionary attack is the way of hacking a secure computer or data server through the systematic entry of each word in a dictionary as a
password to decrypt a message or file. Dictionary attacks are barely successful against the cloud systems that use multiple-word phrases
and arbitrary combinations of the uppercase and lowercase letters mixed up with the numbers. Susceptibility to the password attacks or
decryption-key attacks can be reduced by controlling the number of attempts allowed within a given time period and choosing the
password or key.

4. Performance analysis
TPR=TP/(TP+FN)

(1)

TNR=TN/(FP+TN)

(2)

FPR=FP/(FP+TN)

(3)

FNR=FN/(FN+TP)

(4)

Accuracy=(TP+TN)/(FP+FN+TP+TN)

(5)

The performance metrics are required for evaluating the proposed approach and determining whether the network traffic belongs to the
normal or attack category. The True Negative Rate (TNR) denotes the amount of normal machines that are correctly recognized as attackers
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in the cloud. It denotes the accuracy of the at- tack detection model that distinguishes the normal machines and attackers. The True Positive
Rate (TPR) represents the number of machines that are correctly recognized as attackers. False Positive Rate (FPR) is computed as the
ratio of the number of incorrect positive detection results to the total number of negative detection results. The best FPR value is 0.0 and
the worst value is 1.0.
• True Positive (TP) is the number of attacks that are correctly classified as attacks.
• False Positive (FP) is the number of normal machines that are incorrectly classified as attacks.
• True Negative (TN) is the number of normal machines that are correctly classified as normal machines.
• False Negative (FN) is the number of attackers that are incorrectly classified as normal machines.
Table 1: System Specifications

Table I shows the system specifications. Figure.2 shows the comparative analysis of the attack detection rate for the proposed E-CLPS
scheme and existing CLPS scheme. The proposed approach yields maximum attack detection rate than the existing CLPS schemes. Figure.3
illustrates the false positive analysis of the proposed E-CLPS scheme and existing CLPS scheme. Figure.4 shows the false negative analysis
of the proposed E-CLPS scheme and existing CLPS scheme. The proposed scheme achieves minimum false positive and false negative
rates than the existing CLPS scheme. Figure.5 depicts the true positive analysis of the proposed E-CLPS scheme and existing CLPS
scheme. Figure.6 illustrates the true negative analysis of the proposed E-CLPS scheme and existing CLPS scheme. From the graphs, it
is observed that the proposed approach yields high true positive and true negative rates than the existing schemes.

Fig. 2: Attack Detection Rate of Proposed E-CLPS and Existing CLPS Schemes.

Fig. 3: False Positive Analysis of the Proposed E-CLPS and Existing CLPS Scheme.
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Fig. 4: False negative analysis of the proposed E-CLPS and existing CLPS schemes

Fig. 5: True Negative analysis of the proposed E-CLPS and existing CLPS schemes

Fig. 6: True Positive Rate of the Proposed E-CLPS and Existing CLPS Schemes.

5. Conclusion
In our previous work, a new secure encryption scheme based on the Certificateless Proxy Signature (SE-CLPS) is proposed. It solves
the security flaws in the existing CLPS scheme by resisting the public key replacement and malicious KGC attacks. It offers high security
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guarantee and requires minimum computational cost. In this work, the Hackman tool is used for detecting the dictionary attacks in the
cloud. GOMAKA framework incorporates various mathematical models to enhance the security and optimize the execution time of the
cryptographic algorithms. The proposed E-CLSPS approach is compared with the existing CLPS scheme. The proposed E-CLPS
scheme yields better attack detection rate, true positive rate, true negative rate and minimum false positives and false negatives than the
existing schemes.
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